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					ProductsProducts

	FacadesEnvelop your space with sidelighting.

		Wall Systems[image: Perfect for the most straightforward facade applications.]
	Unitized Curtain Walls[image: Integrate fixed or operable glazing units, opaque panels, louvers, and more for single or multi-story applications.]
	Translucent Insulated Glazing Units (TIGUs)[image: ]
	Window Replacement[image: Retrofit failing glass systems to achieve dramatic cost and energy savings.]
	Specialty Applications[image: Custom engineered to meet a variety of needs, including hurricane, fire and blast protection codes.]





	Skyroofs®Elevate your whole space with monumental toplighting.

		Pre-Engineered Skyroofs®[image: Flat or curved, our cost-effective systems span up to 24′ and offer the ultimate in energy-efficient, diffuse daylighting.]
	Custom Skyroofs®[image: Greater design flexibility by combining custom shaped panels with sub-structures designed and installed by others.]
	Clearspan™ Systems[image: Take daylighting to another level by combining lightweight, aluminum sub-structures with Kalwall for spans in excess of 100'.]
	Specialty Applications[image: Engineered to meet various needs, including fire and windborne debris codes, as well as removeable and operable options.]





	SkylightsElegant and economical toplighting.

		S-Lines[image: Budget friendly, flat curb-type skylights in standard 1′ increments.]
	Pyramids[image: Factory pre-engineered in three standard pitches, from 4′ to 20′ W. Designed for rapid outside installation and may be removable.]
	Geo-roofs®[image: Stunning and cost-effective, Geo-roofs® are available from 8′ to 24′. A favorite in retail and lobby areas.]





	CanopiesEnhance transitional spaces and provide excellent wayfinding.

		Canopies[image: Design flexibility with curved, segmented, flat or tiered options. ]
	Walkways[image: Provide protection from the elements when privacy and durability are as important as daylighting. ]
	Canopy Systems[image: Precision engineered structural aluminum framing paired with Kalwall for a single-source, turnkey canopy solution. ]





	BenefitsDaylighting+ all the benefits you'll ever need. 

		Perfect Daylighting[image: Daylighting is about quality, not quantity. Our translucent panels perfectly diffuse light for healthy spaces.]
	Thermal + Energy[image: Achieve best-in-industry thermal performance and solar heat gain control. Daylighting that's proven to pay back in electrical and cooling costs.]
	Structural + Sustainable[image: Monumental daylighting that's good for everyone.]
	Safety + Code Compliance[image: Design a solution that keeps occupants safe from: fire, wind, blast and more.]





	TechnologyDiscover the technology behind perfect daylighting. 

		FRP[image: Explore our proprietary FRP formulations and available color options. ]
	Structural Grid Cores[image: Explore panel construction and design options for grids.]
	Translucent Insulation (TI) Performance[image: Light transmittance, u-values and solar heat gain coefficient data for different TI options.]







Meet the last daylighting products you'll ever need.  
Need Help?
Find Your Local Rep  
                        
                          
                          
                        
                      
We are here to help on your next project.
Download Brochure[image: ]







	ResourcesResources

	LiteratureProduct brochures, market brochures and case study reports. 


	Specs, CAD, BIMInsulated Translucent Sandwich Panel Daylighting Systems – Specifications. Section 08 45 23. CAD details and BIM families for products.

		Specs[image: ]
	CAD Details[image: ]
	BIM Families[image: ]





	Daylight ModelingDaylight with confidence when you take advantage of 3D simulation to see how light interacts with a space.

		Benefits[image: Let us help you compare design options, verify light levels, predict glare and document code compliance. ]
	Measured Metrics[image: Explore different daylighting metrics we can provide.]
	The Kalwall Difference[image: What makes our modeling service superior.]





	Education CenterWe are not simply here to sell a product. We are here to share knowledge.

		AIA/CES Courses[image: See the latest AIA and CES courses available.]
	Market Webinars[image: Learn about using our daylight in specific market sectors and other topics through live, interactive presentations. ]
	Videos[image: Watch our videos on the super benefits of the Kalwall panel.]
	Insights[image: Stay up to date with Kalwall company news, product highlights and industry happenings.]







One stop shop for product information, on-demand webinars and other daylighting education.
Need Help?
Find Your Local Rep  
                        
                          
                          
                        
                      
We are here to help on your next project.
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	Portfolio
	CompanyCompany

	AboutOur focus has always been innovative daylighting solutions for healthy, beautiful and sustainable buildings.


	History
	Innovation
	CareersWe are a dynamic and growing company. 


	InsightsStay up to date with Kalwall company news, product highlights and industry happenings.




Kalwall has been providing museum-quality daylighting™ for more than 65 years.
Need Help?
Find Your Local Rep  
                        
                          
                          
                        
                      
We are here to help on your next project.
Download Brochure[image: ]
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					ADDRESS

					
						1111 Candia Road, PO Box 237

Manchester, NH 03105 USA

info@kalwall.com
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						+1 800 258 9777 (North America)

+1 603 627 3861 (International)

Fax: +1 603 627 7905
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Sign Up for
 Our eNewsletter

Get educational, insightful and inspirational content from the industry leader in daylight.
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Thank You!

Welcome to our daylighting community.








      

    

  




This website stores cookies on your computer. These cookies are used to collect information about how you interact with our website and allow us to remember you. By continuing using or registering on any portion of this site, you consent to our cookies and agree to our updated Privacy Policy, Cookie Policy and Terms of Use.
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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